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THE BOULDER LOOK
 

SESSIONS EVERY TUESDAY AND THURSDAY

If there’s one sure-fire way of advertising the gruelling hours spent
at the gym, showing off those massively-rounded shoulders is the
way to go. An impressive neckline along with the mighty ‘boulder’

look is one of the first places others look to. Whether you’re strutting
it sleeveless in the summer or wrapped up warm in winter, your

shoulders will always stand out. A strong set of mountainous
shoulders is also a must if you’re one of the many who are

searching for that highly wished-for V-shape look—top-heavy with a
slim waist.

 
But it’s not all about looks. Having powerful shoulders will be hugely

advantageous in all manner of sporting activities such as golf,
baseball, cricket and swimming. Most upper-body movement

revolves around the shoulder joint. Everyday tasks like gardening,
cleaning and lifting will all benefit from having a pair of big shoulders
behind them. So, whether you just want to look fitter and stronger or

boost your sporting performance, this is one muscle
group you cannot ignore.
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THE BOULDER LOOK
 

SESSIONS EVERY TUESDAY AND THURSDAY

To work on building any muscle effectively, it’s necessary to
understand how it works, its role within the body and the range of

movement possible. If ever there was a muscle group that required
such scrutiny, the shoulders take prime spot. Given the number of

muscles contained in this part of the body and the variety of
movements involved, the shoulders are one of the most frequently
injured muscle groups. This guide will not only help you learn about
the shoulders and how to train them for maximum size; you will also
find out how to work them safely—reducing the chances of picking
up the all-to-common shoulder problems many adults live through.
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THE SHOULDER
MUSCLES

 

SESSIONS EVERY TUESDAY AND THURSDAYThe anatomy of the shoulder is vast and complex, containing four
main joints and many muscles used in the movement of the upper

arm and shoulder blade. The two major joints providing key
movement are the glenohumeral joint and scapulothoracic joint.

These will be the areas of focus in our preparation
for building rock-solid shoulders.

 
Glenohumeral Joint

 
When you think of the shoulder joint and all its associated

movement, you will more than likely be reflecting on the role of the
glenohumeral joint—even if the name seems alien to you. This is
the point at which the upper arm (humerus) meets the shoulder
blade (scapula) to produce the most movable joint in the body. 

 
It’s the super-mobility of the glenohumeral joint which enables us to
raise our arms in front, extend behind, abduct the arms outwards 

 and adduct them across our body. We can even combine all these
movements to produce circular motion. This joint will also let us

rotate our arms inwards and out.
However, it’s this massive freedom of movement which results in

large amounts of injuries if we’re not careful. Let’s look at the main
muscles involved in moving the joint.
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THE SHOULDER
MUSCLES

 

SESSIONS EVERY TUESDAY AND THURSDAY
Deltoid Muscle

 
Probably the most heard of muscle in the shoulder region, the
deltoid is made up of three sets of muscle fibres—the anterior,
lateral and posterior heads. The deltoid gives the shoulder its

rounded look. It is attached at different points on the collarbone and
to the outer part of the humerus. Its main function is the extension,

flexion and abduction of the upper arm.
 

Rotator Cuff Muscles
 

Underneath the deltoid lies the muscles of the rotator cuff. These
are responsible for stabilizing the shoulder and holding the head of

the humerus. The rotator cuff muscles are also prone to injury;
especially if they're underdeveloped and subjected to unnatural or

repetitive movement.
 

The latissimus dorsi and pectoralis major are also key
muscles needed for arm movement around the shoulder joint.
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THE SHOULDER
MUSCLES

 

SESSIONS EVERY TUESDAY AND THURSDAY
Scapulothoracic joint

 The scapula utilizes a set of shoulder muscles—which make up the
scapulothoracic joint—to perform its movement and stabilization.
The most famous of these being the trapezius, or ‘traps’, which

helps in the lifting, pulling back and pushing down of the scapula.
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HOW TO APPLY THIS
GUIDE AND GET THE
BEST RESULTS

 

SESSIONS EVERY TUESDAY AND THURSDAY
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HOW TO APPLY THIS
GUIDE AND GET THE
BEST RESULTS

 

SESSIONS EVERY TUESDAY AND THURSDAY
The exercises included in the workout below are specifically designed to
not only develop shoulder size but also work the different muscles we’ve

looked at, giving you fantastically balanced shoulders for that timeless look.
 

To make the most of this workout and develop the size, strength and
endurance you’re after, make sure you separate this routine from all other
exercises and focus on shoulders for one or two days a week; leaving at

least one or two non-shoulder days between workouts.
 

To optimally build lean muscle, you should be looking at the 8
– 12 repetition range for each exercise, using a weight which will exhaust
you after each set. Rest for about one to one-and-a-half minutes between

sets.
 

Note that if your goal is more focused on muscle strength and power,
a heavier weight would be needed with fewer reps—typically between 4 – 6.

Resting periods would be slightly higher at around two minutes or over.
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HOW TO APPLY THIS
GUIDE FOR MAXIMUM
GAINS - PROGRESS

 

SESSIONS EVERY TUESDAY AND THURSDAYWhatever your goal, good form is essential. Use a slow controlled
movement, pausing at peak contraction before slowly lowering to

the starting position. This negative, lowering phase—so often
rushed—is a key area to focus on when maximising muscle growth.

Ensure your movements use the full range of motion, which will
engage more muscle fibres and result in faster muscle

development.
 

Increase the resistance of your exercises gradually to progress. You
don’t want to up the level too quickly as you may risk poor form and
injury. But if you don’t increase the weight you’re lifting, you'll reach
a plateau and see little to no gain. A guide for building the shoulders
is to increase resistance by about 10 per cent each week. This will

give you a steady raise without compromising technique.
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HOW TO APPLY THIS
GUIDE FOR MAXIMUM
GAINS - NUTRITION

 

SESSIONS EVERY TUESDAY AND THURSDAY
Eat a lot. You could have the best exercise schedule and perform

each rep immaculately, but if you’re not getting enough food in your
body, you won't see muscle growth. Stick to a well-balanced diet,

consuming plenty of high-quality protein and carbs. 
Do not shy away from fat either, it’s crucial to your body. Nuts, olive

oil and avocados provide excellent healthy fat.  
 

Rest is gold. Our body repairs and grows muscle while at rest, and
the best way to rest is by sleeping. Making sure you get enough of it
is vital to building big shoulders and helping you feel energised for

the next workout.
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INJURY
PREVENTION

 

SESSIONS EVERY TUESDAY AND THURSDAY
Any type of workout has its injury risks, especially when big weights

are being used; but the shoulder joint is a region which requires extra care
if you intend to leave the gym without long-lasting damage that could keep

you out for weeks.
 

The best way to begin a shoulder workout is to do a bit of prep work
beforehand; this involves mobilising the shoulder joints. A five to ten-
minute warm-up session should be done before any exercise; when it
comes to the shoulders, be more specific by including exercises which

activate the rotator cuff muscles and help increase your range of motion in
preparation for your actual workout. A couple of good pre-workout

exercises are rotator cuff extensions with a cable, and shoulder dislocates
with a stick or resistance band.

 
Ensure your shoulder workouts are well balanced. You can do this by
equaling out the number of pushing and pulling movements in your

routine. This helps to give an even amount of strength and flexibility at the
front and back of the shoulder. Quite often the rear head of the deltoid is

undertrained and requires more work.
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INJURY
PREVENTION

 

SESSIONS EVERY TUESDAY AND THURSDAY
Do not overextend the front of the shoulder too much. Exercises

which require constant raising of the arms in a high position—such as the
lat pull-down behind the head—can overwork and stretch the ligaments

and joints within the shoulder. Avoid too much repetition of these
movements.

 
Avoid attempting to lift too much weight. Although overloading muscle is
needed for strength training and muscle growth, too much too soon will

lead to bad form and injury if the muscles and joints are put under
excessive strain. If you find yourself battling to lift a weight, stop the set
and use a lighter weight. Do not risk an injury for the sake of a few ugly

reps.
 

It’s time for the actual workout, and you should now feel more prepared to
tackle the tricky but deeply rewarding task of building your shoulders. If

you follow the advice given, it won’t be long until you—and others—notice
those deltoids blowing-up. The only problem you’ll have is that bigger

shoulders can make normal shirt sleeves too short. If you find this to be
true, you’re well on your way to becoming one of the titans with our

custom muscle fit shirts.
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After following this guide your Boulder Shoulders
may make it difficult to fit into regular sized button-
down shirts, and lucky we've got you covered with
that. Be sure to check out our collection of custom
muscle fit shirts that are made to fit your physique.

 
Ali Raza (IFBB Pro) seen here wearing our "The

Shadow" shirt in longt sleeve.

https://www.tailoredtitans.com/products/the-shadow
https://www.tailoredtitans.com/
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THE WORKOUT
 

SESSIONS EVERY TUESDAY AND THURSDAY
This routine will challenge the shoulder muscles, hitting them from various

angles and leaving you with a satisfying burn in the morning. To help
prevent injury, ensure you are fully warmed-up before tackling the

workout. Remember to include a few light shoulder exercises in your
warm-up to prepare the muscles.

 
The session utilizes a variety of equipment. Make certain you are familiar
with the technique of each exercise and perform a light practice set before

turning up the heat. Pick a weight which lets you complete the set with
good form, but also exhausts the muscle. 

 
Perform each exercise for the stated number of sets and repetitions (3 x
8-10 means 3 sets of 8 to 10 reps). Take one-minute rests between sets

and a two-minute rest between exercises.
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THE WORKOUT
 

SESSIONS EVERY TUESDAY AND THURSDAY
OVERVIEW

SEATED DUMBBELL 
MILITARY PRESS

STANDING SIDE RAISES

CABLE SIDE RAISES

DUMBBELL FRONT RAISES

REVERSE PEC DECK

ROPE FACE PULLS

EXERCISE SETS REPS

3

3

8 - 10

10 - 12

3 12 - 15

3 10 - 12

3 8 - 10

3 12 - 15

SHOULDERS
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SHOULDERS
 

SESSIONS EVERY TUESDAY AND THURSDAY

Using a bench with an upright back support, sit down with a dumbbell in
each hand, resting them on your quads.
Lift the dumbbells in turn so they are just above your shoulders.
The palms of your hands should be facing forwards—this is where you’ll
start.
Use your shoulder muscles to push both dumbbells up until your arms
are fully extended. You should be breathing out during this stage.
Hold for a second at the top before slowly lowering the dumbbells to
shoulder height as you inhale.
That equals one rep; repeat for the recommended amount.

SEATED DUMBBELL
MILITARY PRESS (3 X 8-10)
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SHOULDERS
 

SESSIONS EVERY TUESDAY AND THURSDAY

Your starting position will be with a dumbbell in each hand by your
sides while standing straight. The palms of your hands will be pointing
into your body; your arms at full length. 
While exhaling, lift the dumbbells to your sides using the shoulder
muscles and with no momentum from the body.
When your arms are parallel to the floor, stop and hold for a second.
Slowly lower the dumbbells to the starting position while breathing in.
You should feel the tension in your shoulders throughout this phase.
That equals one rep; repeat for the recommended amount.

STANDING SIDE RAISES            
 (3 X 10-12) –
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SHOULDERS
 

SESSIONS EVERY TUESDAY AND THURSDAY

Stand beside a low connected cable, with the right-hand side of your
body closest to the cable machine (when working on your left
shoulder).
With your left hand, hold the single-handled attachment, bringing it to
rest in front of your body. The palms of your hand should be facing into
your body. Your right hand can be resting on your hip—or if you want
improved stability you can hold the machine with your right hand.
Stand straight with your feet about shoulder-width apart. This is where
you’ll begin.
While exhaling, use your left hand to pull the cable across your body,
out to your left side until your arm is around shoulder height. The palms
of your hand should be facing downwards now.
Hold this for about a second while you feel the squeeze in the shoulder
muscles. Lower the cable slowly as you inhale, returning to the start.
That equals one rep; repeat for the recommended amount.
Swap sides and use the same technique for the right shoulder.

(Photo demonstrations on the next page)

CABLE SIDE RAISES (3 X 12-15) –
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SHOULDERS
 

SESSIONS EVERY TUESDAY AND THURSDAYCABLE SIDE RAISES (3 X 12-15) –
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SHOULDERS
 

SESSIONS EVERY TUESDAY AND THURSDAY

Stand straight, with a dumbbell in each hand. Your arms should be in front
of you at full length so that the dumbbells are resting near your thighs.
Your palms should be facing into your body. This is where you’ll start.
Slowly lift the left dumbbell in front of you, without any momentum from
your body. As you lift, your palm should be facing downwards. Breathe
out during this movement. Keep lifting the dumbbell until it is just over
shoulder height. Hold this for a second.
Inhale and slowly lower the dumbbell. While lowering you can begin to
raise the right-hand dumbbell with the same method.
Maintain this alternative lifting until both arms have completed
the recommended number of reps.
For variety, you can perform this exercise lifting both dumbbells
simultaneously.

(Photo demonstrations on the next page)

DUMBBELL FRONT RAISES       
 (3 X 10-12) –
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SHOULDERS
 

SESSIONS EVERY TUESDAY AND THURSDAYDUMBBELL FRONT RAISES       
 (3 X 10-12) –
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SHOULDERS
 

SESSIONS EVERY TUESDAY AND THURSDAY

Sit backward on the pec deck machine so that you are facing the
weight stack. Adjust the seat so that your hands are shoulder height
when holding the handles. The handles should be adjusted so they are
fully towards the back, near the weight stack.
The palms of your hands should be inward-facing when you hold the
handles. Sit upright and rest your chest on what is normally the
backrest. This is where you’ll start.
Using your shoulders, pull your hands out to the sides and towards
your back as far as you can while exhaling. You should feel the
squeeze in your rear delts - hold this for a second.
While breathing in, slowly bring the handles back to the starting point,
maintaining the tension in the shoulders.
That equals one rep; repeat for the recommended amount.

(Photo demonstrations on the next page)

REVERSE PEC DECK (3 X 8-10) –
 

SESSIONS EVERY TUESDAY AND THURSDAY
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SHOULDERS
 

SESSIONS EVERY TUESDAY AND THURSDAYREVERSE PEC DECK (3 X 8-10) –
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SHOULDERS
 

SESSIONS EVERY TUESDAY AND THURSDAY

Use a double-rope attachment in the high position of a cable machine.
Hold the rope with your palms facing down; your arms should be
stretched out fully to the front. This is the starting position.
As you exhale, pull the handles towards you so that the rope handles
go past the sides of your face. Hold this position for a second.
Using slow, controlled motion, return the cable to the starting point
while you breathe in. Make sure you can feel your shoulders working
during this negative part of the exercise.
That equals one rep; repeat for the recommended amount.

(More photo demonstrations on the next page)

ROPE FACE PULLS (3 X 12-15) –
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SHOULDERS
 

SESSIONS EVERY TUESDAY AND THURSDAYROPE FACE PULLS (3 X 12-15) –
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This demanding workout will develop all muscles within the complex
shoulder joint. Sticking to the guidelines will keep you on top of the

shoulder game and reduce the chances of injury. Learning to stay injury-
free is crucial when taking on the shoulders. 

 
Train hard, eat well, rest, and remember to relish every moment of your

muscle-building journey.
 

Before you know it, you will have outgrown your button-down shirts.
Thankfully, we have designed a collection of custom muscle fit shirts

made for your physique.
 

Head to our website to explore our collection of custom muscle fit shirts
and join professional bodybuilders such as Ali Raza as one of the

Titans.
 

Ali is featured in this eBook wearing our "The Shadow" shirt in long
sleeve.

#ONEOFTHETITANS

www.tailoredtitans.com
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